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 Abstract: The electric fields in a frequency range from 10 kHz to 3 MHz have been 
     observed using very long dipole antenna (102 m tip to tip) installed on JIKIKEN
     satellite. In the astronomical mode of the natural plasma waves (NPW-A), the 
     measurements have been carried out with scanning rate of 2  sec/sweep. The results 
     provide very extensive survey of the terrestrial kilometric radio waves (TKR). 
         The enhancement of TKR makes very clear coincidence with the initiation of the 
     substorm in the magnetosphere that was defined by occurrence of Pi2 puslations. 
     It is clarified by this work that the terrestrial kilometric radio waves can observed 
     almost all the night-hours when the satellite islocated in a sutiable position; only the 
     band width and the intensity of the emitted radio waves change corresponding to 
     the substorm activity. From the fine structure of the TKR emission spectrum,the
     movement of the radio source along the magnetic field lines is also  verified; the 
     source region moves with the average velocity in a range from 5 to  10Km/sec, toward 
      the lower level. 
1. Introduction 
   The characteristics of the terrestrial kilometric radiation have been investigated 
analyzing the data obtained by the JIKIKEN satellite that has the orbit in the inner 
magnetosphere. The natural plasma wave experiment-astronomy ode (NPW-A) on 
 JIKIKEN is designed to observe the planetary and solar radio waves in the frequency 
range from 10  kHz to 3 MHz using the long dipole antenna. The spectrum of the 
signals is obtained by the high speed swept frequency type spectrum analyzer on board. 
The observed ata are transmitted to the ground using the analog channel telemeter, 
and provide us dynamic spectrum with very high resolution. 
   The typical example of the dynamic spectrum of the wave phenomena obtained 
by JIKIKEN in the magnetosphere on Feb. 2 1979 is shown in Fig. 1. Three kinds 
of emissions are identified in the figure; i.e., i) UHR emission which is received 
continuously during all the observed period on this day, ii) terrestrial kilometric 
radiation which began to be observed at about  12h00mUT (L=5.2) and faded out 
at  15h1Om (L=5.1) around the apogee (L=5.5), and iii) pure HF emissions which have 
the falling-tone structure and are identified to be some celestial origines. The purpose 
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Fig.  1. Typical example of the dynamic spectrum observed by JIKIKEN. 
   start times of the Pi2 pulsations observed in the middle latitude.
 4.69 
 12.6 
Arrows show the
of this paper is to make a preliminary report on the characteristics of terrestrial 
kilometric radiation (TKR) clarified by the dynamic spectrum with fine structure.
2. Occurrence of TKR Emissions 
   As seen in Fig. 1, TKR emissions appear in the frequency range from 120 kHz 
to 500 kHz, and the intensity and the band-width of TKR have the time dependent 
characteristics. The arrows in the figure indicate the start times of the irregular type 
fluctuations of geomagnetic field (Pi 2) observed on the midlatitude (Onagawa 
Magnetic Observatory). Each time given by the arrows coincides well with the sudden 
enhancement of both the intensity and the band-width of TKR. The evidence of the 
coincidence between the enhancement of the TKR and Pi 2 pulsations on the ground 
makes us confirmation that TKR is strongly correlated with the substorm activity in 
the polar region, as has pointed out by Gurnett (1974) who compared the satellite radio 
wave data with auroral photographs from the DAPP satellite.
3. Relation of TKR Emissions to Geomagnetic Activity 
   It is quite impressive feature that even on the quiet day of the geomagnetic 
activity, the TKR is observed though the intensity is low and spectrum is limitted 
into a relatively narrow band-width. An example of TKR on a magnetically quiet day 
is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2. As shown in the figure a weak emission is 
radiated intermittently though  X Kp is only  70. 
   On magnetically disturbed days TKR takes place with an intense power in a broad
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band frequency range (see Fig. 2). The spectrum in this case varies vividly with time. 
When the satellite moves into the plasmasphere on disturbed ays, the observed TKR 
emission and its relation to substorm indicate very different feature compared with the 
case in the outside plasmasphere. In the bottom panel in Fig. 2, the dynamic spectrum 
of TKR emission observed on Feb. 6 1979, two days after a geomagnetic storm onset, 
is shown for the case observed in the  plasmasphere. The component which belongs
 a 
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Fig. 2. Dependence on geomagnetic activity; upper panel; on magnetically quiet day in the 
   outside  plasmasphere, middle panel; on magnetically disturbed day in the outside 
   plasmasphere, bottom panel; on the disurbed day in the  plasmasphere.
to TKR can be observed in a higer frequency range from 300 kHz to 600 kHz , that is 
higher than the case of the observation in the outside plasmasphere, due to a cutoff 
effect by plasma in the plasmasphere . In the low frequency range, it is evident that 
another branch of radio wave emissions with an intense broad frequency band can be 
observed sporadically; these emissions are also correlated with the enhancement of 
TKR.
4. Directivity of the Observed TKR
   The swept frequency receiver installed on JIKIKEN has two sweep ranges; both 
of the LF band (10 kHz to 200 kHz) and the HF band (120 kHz to 3 MHz) as shown 
in the top and the bottom panels, of Fig. 3. The dynamic spectral pattern of TKR 
is repeated from 120 kHz to 200 kHz being compressed in the coordinate of the 
frequency. This compressed part is useful to investigate the macroscopic feature of 
TKR spectrum as shown in the middle two panels of Fig. 3. It is clearly shown that 
the observed TKR shows a positive frequency shift in the period of  1/2 spin modulation 
when the spacecraft is located in the northern hemisphere, while an opposite frequency
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Fig. 3. Directivity of the ob-
served TKR. Middle two 
panels show the macroscopic 
feature of TKR. The posi-
tive (negative) frequency 
shift is observed when the 
spacecraft is in the northern 
(southern) hemisphere.
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                         VIEW FROM THE SUN 
4. The observed frequency shift of TKR suggests that the direction of the maximum gain 
of the dipole antenna sweeps only the northern source region when the satellite is located in 
the northern hemisphere, while antenna sweeps only the southern source region when 
the spacecraft in the southern hemisphere.
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shift is revealed when the satellite is located in the southern hemisphere. This evidence 
reflects the following mechanism. As the spin axis of the spacecraft is oriented to the 
direction of the sun during the period of the observation with counter clockwise rotation 
of 94 sec period viewed from the sun, the direction of the maximum gain of the dipole 
antenna sweeps the earth's northern polar region from higher to lower altitudes, i.e., 
sweeps from lower to higher altitudes in the southern hemisphere. In the period of the 
observation when JIKIKEN is located in the northern hemisphere, only the terrestrial 
kilometric radiation generated in the northern polar region can arrive at the satellite, 
because the southern source is hidden by the plasmapause, and vice versa. So that, 
the observed frequency shift shows that the lower frequency component of TKR is 
generated at relatively higher altitude and the higher frequency component at lower 
altitude. These relations are shown schematically in Fig. 4.
5. Generation Region of TKR 
   The dynamic spectrum of TKR sometimes shows the fine drifting structure which 
is characterized by the rising tone. The examples with schematic indication are shown 
in the top and middle panels of Fig. 5. This drift rate of the frequency indicates very 
interesting feature that the frequency drift is taking place in proportion to cubic power 
low with time as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. This result indicates that the 
source agency of the TKR, whoes generation mechanism is very closely related to the
Fig.  5. The fine structure of 
TKR. The frequency drift 
is taking place in propori-
tion to cubic power low with 
time. This result indicates 
that the generation region 
is moving down to the Earth 
with the  decelation.
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electron cyclotron frequency, is moving down toward the earth's polar region with sharp 
deceleration of velocity. The most probable generation mechanism of TKR is that the 
electrostatic wave near the upper hybrid frequency generated by injected energetic 
particles escapes to outer space in a form of electromagnetic waves (Oya. 1974). 
6. Conclusion 
   The properties of TKR were investigated in detail using the high resolusion 
spectrum analyzer installed on JIKIKEN. It is evident that the most intense portion 
of TKR is generated at the altitude from 5,000 km to 10,000 km associated with the 
auroral particles, and its generation mechanism is strongly related with the local 
electron cyclotron frequency. The results suggest hat the wave generation is made 
in a frequency range between the local electron cyclotron and the upper hybrid 
frequencies. 
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